What is Global Health Equity? A Proposed Definition

ABSTRACT

The term “global health equity” has become more visible in recent years, yet we were unable to find a formal definition of the term. Our Viewpoint addresses this gap by offering a discussion of this need and proposing a definition. We define global health equity as mutually beneficial and power-balanced partnerships and processes leading to equitable human and environmental health outcomes (which we refer to as “products”) on a global scale. Equitable partnerships actively work against racism and supremacy. Such partnerships foster processes with these same dynamics; for example, sharing lead authorship responsibilities with meaningful roles for host country researchers to frame relevant questions and to provide context and interpretation for the research findings. Equitable products, such as access to technology and tailored delivery of interventions effective in the specific context, are the fruits of these partnerships and processes.
Terminology describing global health activities has changed and expanded over past decades as our values in this space have changed [1]. Early on, tropical medicine focused on maintaining a labor force in the colonial tropics. As the approach to and nature of global health activities changed, the language changed. International health largely replaced the term tropical medicine with a focus on high-income countries helping low and middle-income countries; this highlighted the power disparity between the two regions [2, 3]. Eventually, the term global health came into favor, reflecting new emphases. Koplan et al.’s widely cited definition mentions equity: “global health is an area for study, research, and practice that places a priority on improving health and achieving equity in health for all people worldwide [4].” They specify that global health involves a multidisciplinary approach, stating that it “emphasizes transnational health issues, determinants, and solutions; involves many disciplines within and beyond the health sciences and promotes interdisciplinary collaboration; and is a synthesis of population-based prevention with individual-level clinical care.” More recently, the shift to the term global health includes a greater awareness about the environment and climate change as global health concerns.

The term global health equity has increasingly appeared in the literature, and the organizations, centers, fellowships, and degree programs with “global health equity” in their name are much more visible than even five years ago. While we were unable to find a formal definition of global health equity, there has been discussion of the term. Some have argued that the term is simply a “rebranding” of global health to distance it from its colonial roots and power disparities [5].

Is the term global health equity meaningfully different than global health? Is the addition of “equity” necessary? We argue here that adding the word equity is important, as our language has the power to shape our future discourse and actions [6, 7]. We assert that global health equity is inextricably linked to power-balanced and mutually beneficial partnerships and processes. Additionally, we contend that only these types of partnerships and processes can truly lead to equitable health (including health promotion) outcomes, what we refer to here as “products.” To both reflect our current values and support progress in the global health space, we offer a definition of global health equity that incorporates partnerships, process, and products below.

Equity is a central goal of public health, global health, global social medicine, and planetary health, and in fact many definitions of these terms include the word equity. Health equity has been defined in different ways, but generally refers to the absence of unfair and avoidable differences in health among population groups defined socially, economically, demographically, and/or geographically [8]. As often seen in definitions of equity, the focus here is on the product (health outcomes).

Major gaps in equity are pervasive, and we highlight two current examples here. Early efforts at containing COVID, one of the worst pandemics in history, highlighted extreme disparities in vaccine coverage between high- and low-income countries. Vaccine apartheid left low-income countries with less than 1% coverage early in 2021 while high-income countries leveraged their neocolonial negotiating power, global policy might, and financial resources to acquire more than double the doses needed to cover their citizens [9]. Early on, Canada secured nearly nine vaccine doses per person [10]. While equitable vaccine access (the product) has been discussed, two essential aspects—partnerships and processes—have been largely overlooked.

Another example pertains to disparities in access to surgical care. More than five billion people in the world do not have timely access to safe surgery and anesthesia, and only 6% of the 313 million surgical procedures are performed in low- and middle-income countries (where these surgical procedures are needed the most) [11]. In addition, low-income and lower-middle-income countries, representing 48% of the global population, have 20% of the global surgical workforce, or 19% of all surgeons, 15% of anesthesiologists, and 29% of obstetricians. Again, while this outcome disparity has been recognized, focus on partnerships and processes has been lacking.
As Abimbola and Pai discuss, concern for global and international health was originally in service of colonization, and global health efforts and organizations today are characterized by supremacist structures and leadership [12]. Decolonization and the eradication of racism are ultimate goals that will transform the way global health activities are practiced. Engaging in practices and reflection that lead toward global health equity in the current moment will move us closer to these goals [13].

In building our definition, we move beyond the sole focus on products to emphasize partnerships and processes. To that end, we highlight three principles that have formed our definition. First, partnerships are a key launch point for global health equity. Although Koplan et al [4]. did not explicitly refer to partnerships in the above-quoted definition of global health, their paper does touch on the importance of “real partnership[s]” and “a pooling of experience and knowledge” with a “two-way flow between developed and developing countries.” Importantly, we depart from Koplan et al.’s framing that global health partnerships are necessarily between low-income countries and high-income countries. Such partnerships also involve collaborations within low-income countries and within high-income countries without the involvement of foreign actors. Regardless of where the collaborators are from, engaging in partnerships that are equal in power and benefit, and equitable in sharing resources, is critical to the success of global health activities.

We appreciate the challenges of developing equitable partnerships in the context of existing power imbalances [14]. Despite these challenges, we believe it is a step forward to make equitable partnerships a standard from which global health work is funded and implemented. Successful global health partnerships that actively work against racism and supremacy are achieved by offering mutual respect, engaging in activities with mutual benefit, developing trust, practicing good communication, and establishing clear partner roles and expectations [15]

Second, we assert that mutually beneficial and power-balanced partnerships foster processes with these same dynamics. For example, one proxy metric for such a research partnership is the proportion of academic manuscripts led by host country investigators [16]. Researchers who are part of a collaboration guided by these principles have the training and opportunity to lead manuscripts [17]; with this role comes decision making power. Including host country authors enhances a team’s ability to frame relevant questions, providing meaningful context and interpretation for the research findings [18]. The use of policies such as requiring author teams to submit reflexivity statements with their journal submissions describing the ways in which equity has been promoted in their partnership can help make these practices more standard [13, 17]

Third, equitable products are the fruits of the partnerships and processes described above. Balanced partnerships and intellectual exchange are the backbone of effective processes leading to equitable products [19, 20, 21]. For example, partnerships guided by community-based participatory research principles improve the rigor (the practice and promotion of good science), relevance (the quality and appropriateness of the research questions posed) and reach (the degree to which knowledge is disseminated to diverse audiences and translated to useful tools for the scientific, regulatory, policy and lay arenas) of research [21].

Our definition of global health equity recognizes “equitable health” as a key outcome of global health activities, as acknowledged in Koplan et al.’s definition [4]. Accessibility to health and health services is a core aspect of health equity [22]. A health outcome “product” that goes beyond a focus on humans is the health of the environment, which is linked to human health and wellbeing in a multitude of ways. These linkages have been the impetus for movements including One Health [23], environmental justice, and planetary health that encompass aspects of all of these movements, and we include this in our concept of global health equity.

Therefore, we define global health equity as mutually beneficial and power-balanced partnerships and processes leading to equitable human and environmental health products on a global scale (see Figure 1). Although many existing definitions of global health mention one of the three, few mention them all, and their presence in our proposed definition reinforces the idea that global health equity requires all three to be in place. Ultimately, a commitment to all three components of our definition is necessary to move toward health equity for all.
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Figure 1 Depiction of the dynamic relationship between partnerships, processes, and products in our definition of global health equity: “Mutually beneficial and power-balanced partnerships and processes leading to equitable human and environmental health products on a global scale.”
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